Junee North Public School

Developing Respectful, Responsible & Safe Learners
Our Merit award system awards classroom learning achievement, effort and attitude. Students may receive an award for such things as quality work, presentation of bookwork, improvement, efforts towards their learning, positive learning behaviours as some examples.

Merit awards will be presented at weekly assemblies. The number of merit awards presented by each class may differ from year to year depending on class sizes – this is to ensure a fair system for all. In 2016 the number of merit awards presented by each stage will be:

Kindergarten – 3 per week
Stage 1 (Year 1 & 2) – 4 - 5 per week
Stage 2 (Year 3 & 4) – 5 - 6 per week
Stage 3 (Year 5 & 6) – 4 - 5 per week

Once children accumulate 2 merit awards, they will then be presented at the next assembly with a Principal’s Award. Parents will be notified that their child is to receive this award. Two more merit cards will earn students a Book award; two more a Pennant Award and 2 more a Medallion. In other words, children must attain 8 merit awards in the year to attain their medallion.
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GREEN LEVEL

Children enrolling at Junee North Public School are placed on GREEN LEVEL. Children on green level are expected to follow our school expectations: 
Respectful, Responsible & Safe. They will be rewarded with.....

ELIGIBLE FOR ALL SCHOOL EXCURSIONS INCLUDING SPORTING REPRESENTATION

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION!
HAPPY SMILES!
HAPPY TEACHERS!
HAPPY PARENTS!

END-OF TERM REWARD ACTIVITIES

Children displaying exemplary behaviour and who are on Green level are rewarded at the end of each term.

Children displaying inappropriate behaviour may drop from Green Level – see the Junee North Behaviour Consequence chart.

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
STAY GREEN!!!
**JUNEE NORTH PUBLIC SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR CONSEQUENCES**

---

**PLAYGROUND MISDEMEANOUR 1**
- Name recorded in blue playground folder
- 10 minutes ‘sin bin’ time (ie walk with teacher/sit out)

**PLAYGROUND MISDEMEANOUR 2**
- Name recorded in blue playground folder
- 10 minutes ‘sin bin’ time (ie walk with teacher/sit out)

**PLAYGROUND MISDEMEANOUR 3**
- Time out (note time outs may be automatically imposed for serious playground or classroom behaviour incidents)
- 1 day in the time out room + pink time-out letter home
  (letter to be signed by parent & returned or phone call to follow up)

**2ND TIME OUT**
- 1 day in the time out room + warning letter home

**3RD TIME OUT**
- Yellow level
  - 1 day in time out room – letter home
  - 1 week of playground restrictions
  - Yellow letter home
  - 1 week on behaviour monitoring card – reporting daily to principal
  - No end of term reward until back on green level
  - Not eligible for excursions until back on green level
  - Loss of representative privileges until back on green level

**4TH TIME OUT**
- Orange level
  - 2 days in time out room – letter home
  - 10 days of playground restrictions
  - Orange letter home
  - 10 days on behaviour monitoring card – reporting daily to principal
  - No end of term reward until back on green level
  - Not eligible for excursions until back on green level
  - Loss of representative privileges until back on green level

**5TH TIME OUT**
- Red level
  - Suspension – see separate policy

---

**NOTE:** The school reserves the right to bypass any of these steps to prevent certain behaviours from occurring or to preserve the safety of students and staff. All students on Yellow, Orange or Red level have the opportunity to work their way back to Green Level through displaying positive behaviour choices and completing the required number of days on their Behaviour card.
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SCHOOL EXPECTATIONS

RESPECTFUL
- Speak politely
- Care for people and property
- Treat others as you would want to be treated
- Follow staff instructions
- Wear school uniform with pride

RESPONSIBLE
- Report any problems to teachers
- Look after our school environment
- Co-operate with others
- Wait your turn

SAFE
- Keep hands and feet to yourself
- Move sensibly around the school
- Be in the right place